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For the 90th anniversary of our company, we wish to thank all the accordionists, professionals and
amateurs, who playing our instruments have shown that they believe in us, contributing to reinforce
the image of the accordion throughout the world, through different styles and sounds.
In this catalogue we present some of the most famous accordionists, in various stiles of music, who
have chosen to express themselves through the sound of our accordions, making us proud of our
work.
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Richard
Galliano
www.richardgalliano.com

Richard
Galliano
Richard Galliano changed the history of the accordion: today we can speak of “before” and “after”
Galliano.”(coba - japanese accordionist, Björk’s accompanist)
He has succeeded, through his musical emphasis on melody, rhythm, and harmony, in imposing his instrument in
musical contexts that previously ignored it-jazz festivals (Marciac, Vienne, Montreal, etc.) and classical concert
halls (Academia Santa-Cecilia in Rome, the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées in Paris, Milan’s la Scala etc.).
Richards greatest merit is therefore originality; synthesised all these experiences into a new European music
made up of jazz improvisation and a great deal of Mediterranean tradition.
His second strength is his use of the accordion (and the bandonéon), awkward instruments which have always
had a difficult life in jazz and cultivated music. For years, the accordion was relegated to the lowest ranks of
popular music, a pity for its typical color of melancholy would lend itself wonderfully to creating atmospheres
of blues. In the hands of Galliano the popular accordion first acquires the polychromy of an orchestra, and then
the collected tone of chamber-like intimism.
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Richard
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He was born in Cannes on December 12, 1950.
He studied piano and accordion with his father,
Lucien Galliano, before pursuing his musical
studies at the Nice Conservatory, presided
at that time by organist Pierre Cochereau. He
studied counterpoint, harmony, and trombone,
graduating with a 1st Prix d’ Excellence in 1969.
In parallel with this musical apprenticeship
he took part in international accordion
competitions. Playing J.S. Bach, Tchaikovsky, Ravel and Gershwin, he won first prize in the accordion “World
Cup” two years in a row (1966, Valence, Spain and 1967, Calais, France) as well as the President’s Prize in
1968 (under President Charles de Gaulle).
In 1973 he left the south of France for Paris. For several years he collaborated with Claude Nougaro, Barbara,
Serge Reggiani, Dick Annegarn (Frères) Charles Aznavour, Juliette Gréco, Georges Moustaki and Zizi
Jeanmaire. His duo performance with singer Allain Leprest for the album Voce A Mano won him the Grand
Prix du Disque from the Académie Charles Cros. In the realm of French chanson we should also mention his
musical encounters with the singer Catherine Ringer (of the group Rita Mitsouko) at the Cité de la Musique
(Paris) and at the Antibes Jazz Festival in Juan-Les-Pins.
In 1983 Astor Piazzolla invited Richard Galliano to be the bandoneon soloist at the Comédie Française in his
original music to accompany William Shakespeare’s “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”, directed by Jorge Lavelli.
It was the beginning of a long friendship between the two men that lasted until Piazzolla’s death in 1992.
Between 1980 and 2003 Richard Galliano shared the stage with great musicians in concerts all over the world
(Paris, New York, Moscow, London, Buenos Aires, Montréal, San Francisco, Istanbul, etc.).
He played with: Chet Baker, Ron Carter, Joe Zawinul, Al Foster, Pierre Michelot, Birèli Lagrene, Jean François
Jenny Clark, Eddy Louiss, Philip Catherine, Aldo Romano, Daniel Humair, André Ceccarelli, Charlie Haden,
Michel Portal, Didier Lockwood, Maurice Vander, Jimmy Gourley, Steve Potts, Stefanobollani, Hervé Sellin,
Hamilton De Holanda, Lolo Bellonzi, Enrico Rava, Toots Thielemans, Bobby Mc Ferrin, Jean Charles Capon,
George Mraz, Mark Feldman, Larry Grenadier, Scott Colley, Clarence Penn, Gil Goldstein, Jan Garbarek,
Paquito Di Rivera, Michel Petrucciani, Gilberto Gil, Sivuca, Martial Solal, Philippe Aerts, Antonello Salis,
Richard Bona, Manu Katché, Paolo Fresu, Jan Lundgren, Daniel Goyone, Dominguinhos And Many Others.
During this period he also composed numerous original works, many of which were acclaimed by both the
press and the public.
In 1991 Richard Galliano created the “New Musette” style and recorded it with Philip Catherine (guitar),
Pierre Michelot (bass) and Aldo Romano (drums) for the record label Label Bleu.
In 1993 the Académie du Jazz awarded him the Django Reinhardt prize, naming him best jazz musician of the
year. The same year, he recorded the album Viaggio, his first as part of an exclusive contract with the Dreyfus
Jazz label, with Biréli Lagrène (guitar), Pierre Michelot (bass) and Charles Belonzi (drums). Nominated for the
annual Victoires de la Musique, the album received the Django d’ Or prize for best album of the year..
In 1995 Richard Galliano recorded Laurita, with Joey Baron (drums), Palle Danielsson (bass) and three other
prestigious guests: Toots Thielemans (harmonica), Didier Lockwood (violin) and Michel Portal (clarinet).
In 1996 his third album for Dreyfus Jazz, New York Tango, recorded in New York with Al Foster (drums) George
Mraz (bass) and Biréli Lagrène (guitar), won an award at the Victoires de la Musique.
The following album, Blow Up, recorded in 1997 in a duo with Michel Portal, met with phenomenal success,
selling more than 100,000 copies and winning numerous awards: Victoire de la Musique, the Boris Vian Prize
(Académie du Jazz) and Best International Album (Musica Jazz).
In 1998 Richard Galliano recorded French Touch with Jean-François Jenny-Clark (bass), Daniel Humair (drums),
Michel Portal (saxophone), André Ceccarelli (drums), Rémi Vignolo (bass) and Jean-Marie Ecay (guitar). The
album, nominated for the Victoires de la Musique and awarded Best International Album by Musica Jazz, was
released after five years of touring by the Galliano/Jenny-Clark/Humair trio. Unfortunately its release was
saddened by the death of Richard Galliano’s close friend Jean-François Jenny-Clark.
In 1999 Richard Galliano recorded his sixth album for Dreyfus Jazz, Passatori, in Florence, Italy, with string
players from the Tuscan chamber orchestra L’Orchestra della Toscana and pianist Stefano Bollani, playing a
program of original compositions and works by Astor Piazzolla. Passatori was nominated for the Victoires de
la Musique.
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Dreyfus Jazz released a three-disc boxed set of unreleased concerts the same year, comprising a solo album
recorded at the Umbria Jazz Festival in Orvieto on December 31, 1998, a duo with Michel Portal recorded in
Hamburg on October 29, 1998, and a trio with Daniel Humair and Jean-François Jenny-Clark recorded at the
Montreux Jazz Festival on July 10, 1996. The year 2001 saw the release of two albums - Gallianissimo and
Face To Face. The first is a greatest hits compilation of his years with Dreyfus Jazz and the second a new
studio recording in a duo with Eddy Louiss. The latter won the 2001 Django d’Or prize and was nominated
for the Victoires de la Musique. Ten years after the death of Astor Piazzolla, Dreyfus Jazz released in 2003 a
concert in his honor recorded live direct-to-two-track at the Willisau Festival on August 29, 2002 as a septet
with Jean-Marc Phillips-Varjabédian (violin solo), Lyonel Schmit (second violin), Jean-Marc Apap (viola)
Raphaël Pidoux (cello), Stéphane Logerot (bass), and Hervé Sellin (piano). The septet formation, which gave
its name to the album (Piazzolla Forever), was unique in playing at both jazz festivals and classical venues
(Nice Jazz Festival, Amsterdam Concerttown, Montreux Jazz Festival, Théâtre des Champs-Elysées, etc.).
All that without forgetting the re-issues of Blue Rondo à la Turk (1980) and Blues sur Seine as a trio with
the cellist Jean-Charles Capon and Gilles Perrin (vibraphone et
percussions), Salsamba (1983) with Chet Baker (trumpet) and
Brazilian musicians, Spleen (1985) with a Latin quintet in which
Richard Galliano played melody on the accordina (keyed wind
instrument) and Panamanhattan (1990) as a duo with the American
bassist Ron Carter. Richard Galliano has never worried about
being the world’s best accordionist but rather has always been
concerned with giving his audience the very best of himself, of
“playing the music of his world”, and of delving into his diverse
musical roots - Italian, Mediterranean, jazz, French chanson, and
classical music. He has inspired the entire new generation of
international accordionists. Today many young musicians to play
his music and “copy” his style (the are more than 50 versions of his
“Valse à Margaux”). In addition some of his former students have
embarked on interesting and rich musical careers, including Peer
Glovingen (with Gidon Kremer) and Daniel Mille. In August 2002,
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for the yearly Down Beat Poll, Richard Galliano is arriving first of
“new generation” in the category “miscellaneous instruments”. In
May 2003, Richard Galliano is appearing with Michel Portal at the Scala of Milano (recording of the Live
album “Concerts”). In the years 2004/05, after the recording of the New York Trio album, Richard is touring
extensively with the American rhythm section: either Larry Grenadier on bass and Clarence Penn on drums,
or Clarence with Scott Colley on bass. The second trio tour culminates at the Theatre des Champs Elysées in
Paris in May 2005. In June of the same year, Richard is back to Paris to record a DVD of the Piazzolla Forever
Septet at the Theatre des Bouffes du Nord, the exact place where the project had been launched three years
before: after 250 concerts given worldwide, the septet is ending their collaboration in the venue of their start,
though this high profile event will still remain available in the future for special concerts.
In March 2006, R. Galliano invited with his New York rhythm section the very special guest Gary Burton,
world famous top vibraphone master, at the initiative of the Cité de la Musique in Paris, and this project tours
extensively and will be touring again in the autumn 2007. A recording took place in New York in August 2006,
and will see the light in September 2007 for the Italian label Camjazz.
But it is definitely the Tangaria project, a special quartet with violin (the incredible Alexis Cardenas from
Venezuela), bass (Philip Catherine’s mate Philippe Aerts), and another fine player from Venezuela, percussionist
Rafael Mejias, with the Brazilian special guest on mandolin, Hamilton de Holanda, that will be the highlight
of the year 2007, with an extensive tour in the summer 2007, adding the fine drumming of Clarence Penn.
Recorded with some Brazilian special guests in Sao Paulo in September 2006, the album will be out in
February 2007 for Milan Records, a label which is very familiar to the work of Astor Piazzolla.
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In the world of accordion performance, Frank Marocco is a giant. Not only for his mastery of the instrument
itself, but for his highly developed musicality. In any style, on the concert stage or in the recording studio, his
playing is technically brilliant and musically superb.
Frank Marocco is one of the most recorded accordionist in America (and, possibly, the world), having played
on a vast number of movie soundtracks, television scores, commercial jingles and record albums, in the
studios of Hollywood and beyond. He has recorded for and/or worked with artists ranging from Brian Wilson,
Pink Floyd and Madonna to Luciano Pavarotti, conductor Maxim Shostakovich and composer John Williams.
He was nominated eight years in a row for the Most Valuable Player Award by the National Academy of
Recording Arts and Sciences (N.A.R.A.S) and received that award twice.
Frank is also a consummate jazz artist and a gifted composer with several of his own albums to his credit. He
has played his music for audiences all over the world.
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Frank Marocco was born in Joliet, Illinois USA 1/2/31.
He studied classical Accordion for 9 years in The
Chicago area. Frank Marocco also studied clarinet,
Piano, Harmony & Theory.
Began his professional career playing in clubs and
hotels all over America with a Trio he organized at age
18. Jazz was his first Love but the opportunity to make
a living playing Jazz was not easy and he eventually
made his way west to Los Angeles where he worked
as a session studio Musician becoming one of the most
recorded Accordionists in the world playing on hundreds
of Movie soundtracks, TV shows and record dates.

He has recorded film music with a long list of composers;
John Williams, Quincy Jones, Elmer Bernstein, Michele
Le Grand, Hans Simmer, Michel Giancchini, Henry
Mancini and dozens of others.
Frank Marocco has also played with some of the best
Jazz Musicians in America and Europe; Ray Brown,
Jeff Hamilton, Zoot Sims, Joe Pass, Joey Baron, Herb
Ellis, Ray Pizzi, Ivor Malherbe, Carlo Atti, Sam Most,
Gian-Carlo Bianchetti, Jacob Fisher, Pekka Sarmanto,
Martin Classen, Andy Martin, Tuomo Dahlblom, Ric
Todd, Harold Jones, Gerry Gibbs, Mikko Hassinen,
Conti Candoli, Philippe Cornaz, John Pattatucchi, Mats
Vinding, Mogens Baekgaard Andersen, Marcel Papaux,
Aage Tanggaard, Ron Feuer, Richard Galliano, Peter
Erskine, Klaus Paier, Renzo Ruggieri, Massimo Tagliata,
Pete Christlieb, Larry Koonse, Simone Zanchini, Andy
Simpkins, Bob Shepard, Frank Rossolino, Jim Hall,
Abraham Laboriel, Grant Geissman, Luis Conte and Stix
Hooper just to name a few.
His passion is Jazz and in recent years has been playing
concerts in Europe, Japan and Brazil.
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coba

coba has won several international accordion competitions, he
has released CDs in Europe and Japan, even reaching no.1 in the
charts. coba has come to be more than a name - it means music
which crosses thematic boundaries and which has a world-wide
influence. After Bjork saw coba perform in London in the late 90’s,
she immediately asked coba to join her band for a world tour. Since
then, he has become of the most renowned Japanese artists and
he has spent 15 years regularly touring Europe. He has released 30
albums of his music to date. coba has always strived for the best
in his music and his success is proven by the excellent reviews
it has received in Japan and worldwide. coba has dramatically
transformed the traditional image of the accordion into a new
form, compatible with the contemporary Pop music climate. This
form has arguably come to be known as a genre in itself -”coba”.
coba is a prodigious composer who is currently working on sound
tracks for films, traditional and modern Japanese theatre, TV and
TV advertisements. His role is composer, producer and performer,
including working with orchestras. He is based in Tokyo-Paris and
London and is continually working internationally.
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coba’s musical education began at the age of three, When he was 18
he moved to Venice, Italy to study at the Accordion department of the
Scuola di musica luciano fancelli. He graduated at the top of the class.
1979 - Wins first prize at the Alassio International accordion competition
1980 - Wins first prize at the 30th C.M.A world accordion competition
(also the first winning Asian artist)
1989 - Starts touring Europe
1992 - Solo album “under the moon in Sicily” (released by EMI) wins a
special prize “Nihon record taisho” (‘The Japanese record special prize’)
1995/97 - Joins Bjork’s world tour, attracting over 3 million people in
more than 60 countries around the world.
1996 - Solo album “ROOTS?” is selected as”album of the year” by the
France radio station Radio Nova.
1997 - Awarded honorary citizenship of Mirano in Italy.
2001 -Receives the 24th Japan academy award for “Outstanding
Achievement in Music” for his music score for the film “Kao/Face”
directed by Junji Sakamoto
2002 - Starts a project “Bellows lovers”, for the “200th anniversary of
the Accordion” celebrations.
2006 - Organises unprecedented collaboration event “I & Globe=vs”.
Awarded “Voce d’oro” in Italy for being the years top artist.
2007 - World wide premiere of “Urbs in the chain forest for Accordion,
Cajon and Orchestra”. Composed by coba and played with the Tokyo
symphony orchestra.
2008 - The competition piece for the final of the 7th Japan Clarinet
Competition: “A Drop of Water Did Reveal for Clarinet Solo”. Composed
for Pianist Izumi Tateno “ALBERO DI MEMORIA”
2009 - Japan tour starts in February

coba
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Gil
Goldstein
Gil Goldstein, an excellent pianist and synthesizer player, actually
started on the accordion. In the late ‘80s, he resumed doubling
on it for special occasions, such as a recording project for Michel
Petrucciani and for his own sessions. Earlier, Goldstein had picked
up important experience playing with Pat Martino, Jim Hall, Billy
Cobham, the Gil Evans Orchestra (starting in 1983), and Wayne
Shorter.
In 1991, he helped in reconstructing Gil Evans’ arrangements for
Miles Davis’ Montreux Jazz Festival concert and he has recorded
as a leader for Chiaroscuro (1977), Muse, Blue Note, World
Pacific, and Big World. Generally, Gil Goldstein’s music grooves
while utilizing the influences of other cultures (particularly Latin
America).
He has won three Grammy Awards two of which came from his
production and arrangement credits for Michael Brecker’s Wide
Angles album (2003).
In 2007 he co-released an album Your Songs: The Music of Elton
John on ObliqSound with legends Steve Swallow, Paul Motian,
and well known Italian saxaphonist Pietro Tonolo. The quartet
performed jazz arrangements of some of Elton John’s most popular
songs.
Goldstein is currently a professor at New York University.
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Biondini

www.myspace.com/biondiniluciano

Luciano Biondini, Born in Spoleto (PG) in 1971 and began studying the accordion at the age of 10 years. After
a training-oriented classical studies with numerous national and international awards (Trophèe Mondial de
l’Accordéon, Strasser International Award, Award “Luciano Fancelli, Recanati International Award, etc..),
Approaches to jazz in 1994 after having known guitarist Walter Ferrero. Collaborations: Rabih Abou Khalil,
George Gruntz, Ernst Reiseger, Lena Battista, Michel Godard, Javier Girotto, Gabriele Mirabassi, Enrico
Rava, Ares Tavolazzi, Dave Bargeron, Maarten Van der Grinten, Tony Scott, Enzo Pietropaoli, Ivano Fossati,
Gianmaria Testa Festivals: Umbria Jazz Winter, Umbria Jazz Festival in the Dolomites, Coutançe, Montreal
Jazz Festival, London, Brighton, Dublin, Beijing, Villa Celimontana, Fano Jazz Festival dei Due Mondi, Klezmer
Festival of Ancona, Metronome, Skopje Jazz Festival, Perpignan, Leipzig Jazztage, Nancy Festival, Evreux,
Brussels and many others.
Discography: Mavì (Valter Ferrero, Ares Tavolazzi, Francis Petreni, Alberto Borsari, Martin Classen). Prendere o
Lasciare - Mezzanotte Group (Martin Classen, Maarten Van der Grinten, Stephan Van Wylick, Dirik Schilgen).
Nigun - Duo Malastrana (Moses Chiavoni). Lo Stortino (Gabriele Mirabassi, Michel Godard, Francesco D’Auria).
Um a zero Gabriele Mirabassi, Michel Godard, Patrick Vaillant). El Cacerolazo (Javier Girotto). Latakia Blend
(Gabriele Mirabassi, Michel Godard). I Cosmonauti Russi (Battista Lena). Morton’s foot (Rabih Abou). TubaTuba (Michel Godard-Dave Bargeron). Silk (Ferrero-Tavolazzi-Petreni). Fuori le mura (Gabriele Mirabassi). Terra
Madre (Javier Girotto). Prima del cuore (Solo).
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Andreas
Hinterseher

www.andreas-hinterseher.de

Andreas
Hinterseher
Andreas Hinterseher loves to travel.
Since his early childhood he traced foreign countries and people,
at first longingly with the finger on the map, then musically with
his accordion and now copiously with the quartet Quadro Nuevo
and together with the extraordinary violinist Martina Eisenreich.
Married with the accordion he grew up as a folk musician,
learned Tango and Musette from french friends, honorably studied
classical music and Jazz, worked in a theater - but it’s simply the
sound of the instrument, which captures him all times.
Influenced by Art van Damme, Piazzolla, Galliano, Matinier, Coscia,
Saluzzi and many others he makes the “soul of the instrument” the bellow of the accordion - tell stories, cry, screech, sob, breath
and pulse.
Those many journeys are a font of inspiration no musician can live
without. You can hear a lot out of Andreas Hinterseher’s accordion:
Italian street music scenes, nordic melancholy, french easiness or
the seriousness of the classical music.
But one thing is for sure - the great love to music.
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Simone
Zanchini

Considered one of the most interesting and innovative accordion
players on the international scene, his quest takes him to the
limit of contemporary, acoustic and electronic sound experiment,
and more other contaminations mixed together., super-refined
influences issuing in a an absolutely personal approach for
improvisation. He received an honours diploma in the classical
accordion from the Conservatory “G. Rossini” of Pesaro.
He is an eclectic artist, whose concert activity involves groups of
from various fields of music (improvisation, contemporary music,
jazz, classical music). He has performed at the most important
international festivals: Clusone Jazz, Umbria Jazz, Tivoli Jazz,
Berchidda Jazz, Sant’Anna Arresi, Barga Jazz, Mara Jazz, Vignola
Jazz, Ravenna Festival, Rossini opera Festival, Teggiano Jazz etc.
and in a lot of important international festivals in France, Austria,
Germany, England, Holland, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Slovenia,
Croatia, Macedonian, Spain, England, Tunisia, Lebanese, India,
Russian and Japan.
Simone can boast collaborations with many musicians of
international fame: Frank Marocco, Thomas Clausen, Gianluigi
Trovesi, Javier Girotto, Paolo Fresu, Marco Tamburini, Massimo
Manzi, Bruno Tommaso, Ettore Fioravanti, Mario Marzi, Michele
Rabbia, Giovanni Maier,Tamara Obrovac, Krunoslav Levacic, Vasko
Atanasovski, Antonello Salis, Han Bennink, Art Van Damme,
Jasper Soffers, Adam Nussbaum.
Since 1999 Simone is the first accordion player in the “Ensemble
Strumentale Scaligero” of La Scala Theatre in Milano, with this
group he plays tours everywhere in the world.
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Mika Väyrynen
Mika Väyrynen (b. 1967) is one of the most well known and respected accordion artists in the world today. He started
his performance career by giving his debut recital in 1985, when was just 17 years old. Since then, he has concertized
all over the world, including most of the European countries, all Nordic countries, Japan, Russia, USA and China.
He has performed as soloist of practically every major Finnish Orchestra, as well as the Estonian State Philharmonic
Orchestra, the Tallinn Chamber Orchestra and the Copenhagen Philharmonic. Conductors with whom he has performed
are renowned Maestros including Okko Kamu, Sakari Oramo, John Storgårds, Ralf Gothoni, Juha Nikkola, Olari Elts,
Vello Pähn, Atso Almila, Andres Mustonen and many others.
As Chamber Musician, Mika Väyrynen has performed with some of greatest instrumentalists including Arto Noras, Ralf
Gothoni, Jan-Erik Gustafsson, Vladimir Mendelssohn, Ramon Jaffe, Jaakko and Pekka Kuusisto to name just a few.
Mika Väyrynen is regularly seen in major music festivals including at the Pablo Casals Festival in Prades, France (as the
first accordionist in the history of that festival), at the Kuhmo Chamber Music Festival (where he was given special honor
to of performing a solo recital in 2005), at the Naantali Music Festival, the Loviisa Sibelius Festival and the Tuusulalake
Chamber Music Festival etc…
He has performed at almost every important accordion festival in world, has taught in several accordion summer schools
and seminar as well as adjudicator in most important accordion competitions.
In November 2007 he performed as a soloist in perhaps the most famous concert hall in the World the Musikverein´s
Golden hall in Vienna, in a completely sold out concert - as a first accordionist in the more than 100 year history of that
world famous Concert Hall.
Mika Väyrynen started his recording career 1990 and has gone on to record more than 20 CD´s including solo repertoire,
concertos and chamber music on respected labels such as Finland/Warner Japan, JVC Victor Japan, Naxos, Alba, CPO
and Fine. He has also appeared on the CD’s of other artists, including with
vocalist Jorma Hynninen, YL-Choir and others. He has recorded regularly with
the Finnish National Broadcasting Company (YLE) since 1985.
Väyrynen is actively collaborating with some of the world’s leading
contemporary composers. Among composers who have dedicated works
to him are Aulis Sallinen, Erkki-Sven Tüür, Pehr-Henrik Nordgren, Leif
Segerstam, Jouni Kaipainen, Juhani Nuorvala, Paavo Korpijaakko, Anatoli
Kusjakov, Bogdan Precz and Kirmo Lintinen.
In 2005 he premiered the Chamber Concerto “Metamorphoses” by Paavo
Korpijaakko at the Kuhmo Chamber Music Festival (a work commissioned by
that festival). In 2006 he premiered the Concerto for Accordion and Symphony
Orchestra by Pehr-Henrik Nordgren (Finnish National Radio Symphony
Orchestra - Sakari Oramo, Conductor) and in 2007 “Prophecy”, Concerto for
Accordion and Symphony Orchestra by world famous Estonian composer
Erkki-Sven Tüür (Turku Philharmonic Orchestra - Olari Elts, Conductor). In 2008
he premiered last work of the famous Russian composer Anatoli Kusjakov,
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the Sonata No. 7 - “Misterium”. Mika made the World Premiere recording of
“Chamber Music V - Barabbas Variations” for Accordion and Strings by Aulis
Sallinen, a work which he has performed more than 30 times.
Mika Väyrynen is also known as bandoneon artist of great quality. Tango has always been close to his heart, and for
four years he performed with his group “Tango for Four”. In 2000 they received the special honor of performing for the
Republic of Finland’s President’s Independence Day reception, which was broadcast live throughout Finland. From 20052007 he performed with his second Tango Group called “La Camorra”. He has performed many works such as Piazzolla’s
Bandoneon Concerto and the Double Concerto for Bandoneon and Guitar with different orchestras. He is constantly
involved with numerous projects with bandoneon including a current one called “Paris-Buenos Aires” with Norwegian
violinist Atle Sponberg and double bass player Knut Erik Sundqvist.
Mika Väyrynen is also respected teacher and lecturer. He has worked as teacher at the Sibelius Academy since 1999,
and was appointed Professor of Accordion in Kärtner Landeskonservatorium in Klagenfurt, Austria from 1993 until 1996.
Throughout his teaching career, his students have won several prizes in competitions. He has taught regular seminars
at the Kragujavec International Accordion Summer School and has also conducted Master Classes at the Conservatoire
National Supérieur de Musique et de Danse de Paris (CNSMDP), the Royal Academy of Music (RAM) in London.
Mika Väyrynen studied at the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki, where he graduated with his Master’s Degree in 1992 and
went on to complete his Doctorate in 1997. During his years of study, he also spent one year in Paris, studying under
Professor Max Bonnay, and in addition to accordion, Mika has also studied organ performance.
In his free time, Mika is active in sports. He is certified instructor and 3rd Degree Black Belt in art of Haedong Kumdo,
Korean swordsmanship.
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Massimo
Tagliata

Massimo Tagliata, born in Siracusa in 1973, begun his musical career very early as performer and
composer. When he was 13th he took the exam for composer, transcriber and songwriter at the
SIAE. When he was 15th he begun to in depth the language of Argentina’s tango working with the
bandoneon player Marco Fabbri. In 1994 he won the first prize in the International competition “City
of Castelfidardo”, category “Contemporary Music”. Than his interest in jazz and latin music grew
up and developed. Since 1998, Massimo Tagliata had important collaboration with musicians like
Teo Ciavarella, Felice Del Gaudio and the group Banda Favela, whit whom he realized an important
tour all over the greatest jazz clubs in Europe and in Japan (Blue Note in Tokio). At the same time he
continued the career of tango with the project Trio Lumiere, having gigs not only in Italy, but also in
Europe and in Extra-Europe countries. In 2006 built the group”Marea” with the guitar player Andrea
Dessì; in 2006 and 2007 the group Marea played in the most important jazz festival in Italy, like Delta
Jazz Festival, Veneto Jazz Festival, Festival Soul and String, Dolomiti’s Festival.
Between the many of Massimo Tagliata’s recordings we remember most recent:
- The CD “L’Amore è cieco”, recorded with Teo Ciavarella at piano and with the collaboration of
Fabio Grandi, Flavio Piscopo and Massimo De Stephanis.
- The CD “Stranezza d’amuri” (2004) and “Donna Rita” (2006) for the italian singer Rita Botto, with
Antonio Marangolo, Alfio Antico, Teo Ciavarella and Felice Del Gaudio.
- The CD “Swingology” (2005), french swing, with Pier Giorgio Farina and Giampiero Martirani.
- The single song “Sognami” (2007) for Biagio Antonacci, recorded with Martirani Gipsy Swing.
- The CD “Deserto Rosso” (2007), with the Marea group.
- The CD “Fiore notturno” (2008), with the Marea group.
- The CD “Cammino Dritto” (2008), with the Marea group and Frank Marocco.
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www.giulianasoscia.com

An eclectic artist of rare versatility, Giuliana Soscia studied at the
conservatory of music “S. Cecilia” in Rome, under the supervision of
professor A.M. Martinelli and M° S. Cafaro and received her classical
piano diploma with honours in 1988.
Winner of several piano competitions, she begun an intense live activity.
From 1995 to 1999 she was interested in italian folk dance music and
joined the most appreciated italian groups as a accordionist, composer
and arranger. She also studied ethnomusicology, showing a deep interest
in italian folklore and then approached a more complex kind of music, the
A. Piazzolla’s tango. She completed her research walking the path of jazz
contamination.
In 2001 she was awarded the ”Sonerfisa” prize at the XXVI Premio
Internazionale Città di Castelfidardo.
In 2005 she was awarded the prestigious prize “XXXV Premio Personalità
Europea” in Rome, Campidoglio. Since1988 she has joined several radio
and TV shows as a musician and entertainer.
In 2007 she was awarded the prize for the best italian accordionist “Premio
Internazionale Città di Castelfidardo” she also performed with the string
orchestra “Milano Classica” and with the string orchestra of “Maggio Della
Musica”, working with directors C. Lorenz and P.P. Ciardi.

Emir Bošnjak
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He took his music teacher degree in 2000 with major subject accordion and post
graduated in 2001 scoring the highest possible grade (13) for his musical skills. In
the fall of 2003 he completed the two-year-long
classical post graduate course in solo performance attending the Soloist class Royal
Academy of Music in Aarhus.
His musical background consists of the highest possible education in classical music,
mixed well with his upbringing with the tradition of folk music in Bosnia, a great
love of French musette music, his passion for and expertise in Tango Nuevo and
a long performing experience. This mixture makes him and his musical expression
exceptional and unique.
Press wrote: “Bosnjak will undoubtedly have a great and probably innovative
significance for the expansion of his instrument on several fields.”
As a musician Emir Bosnjak has performed with the Aarhus Symphony Orchestra,
Aarhus Sinfonieta, Randers Chamber Orchestra, French singer
Claude Chichon, his own trio Tango Nuevo Trio and world-music quartet “Orient
à la Tino”(CD released 2007). Lately he cooperated with Aarhus Summer Opera,
arranged and played ”L’elisir d’amore”, Donizetti, all arrangements played solo on
accordion.
As a composer he has written and released music for the accordion and computer
(new classical music), string quartet, tango trio, world-music quartet, as well as film
music for several Danish motion pictures.
Lately Emir Bosnjak worked as composer and conductor at Aarhus Theatre with
famous Danish actor/instructor Soren Ostergaard.

www.emirbosnjak.dk
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www.mariostefanopietrodarchi.com

Mario Stefano Pietrodarchi was born in Atessa (CH) on December 26th,
1980, when he was 9 years hold he began to study Accordion and after
Bandoneon. He has attended specialization coursers with: J. Mornet,
W. Zubitsky, A.L. Castano, C.Rossi, Y. Shishkin, M. Pitocco.
In 2007 he graduated with honours at the Music Academy “Santa
Cecilia” in Rome, Italy. Brilliant performer of refined musicality, he has
won lots of national and international competitions among which: 1st
Prize at the National Competition “Città di Latina” (1995,1996,1997);
1st Prize at the National Competition “Città di Montese” (MO) (1997);
1st Prize at the International Competition “S. Bizzarri of Morro D’Oro”
(TE) cat. Junior (1997); Best Italian at the International Competition
“Castelfidardo” cat. Junior (1997). In July (1998) he was selected to
represent Italy at the WORLD TROPHY C.M.A. (Junior) in Recoaro
Terme, (Italy); 1st Prize “ADAMO VOLPI” at the Competition “Città di
Loreto” (AN) (2000); 1st Prize at the National Competition “Città di
Rieti” (MO) (1999); In July 2000 he was chosen to represent Italy at
the World Trophy C.M.A. (senior) held in Alcobaca (Portugal) winning
the 2nd prize. In 2001 he was the winner at the World Trophy C.M.A.
(senior) in Lorient (France) (21-24 September). From 2001 to 2003
he carried on a theatre activity together with the actress Daniela
Scarlatti. In June 2002 he was invited as a guest to “Premio Barocco”,
broadcasted live on Rai1 from Gallipoli, playing for the famous singer
Antonella Ruggiero. In October 2003-2004-2005 he played as a soloist
in concerts with the Italian International Orchestra in China and Korea.
In 2005 he collaborated with the Teatro dell’Opera of Rome and the
Opera and Symphonic Foundation “Petruzzelli” of Bari for the staging of
the Opera “Ascesa e Caduta della Città di Mahagonny”’ by Kurt Weill,
under the direction of J. Webb.
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Christian
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A great-father plays on a little, a tiny accordion, on the sly
just for him.
A mother sings the exil of the family, its history, its sorrow.
Here is all that the very young Toucas needed to start
walking on the way to music.
His whole work will be tinged with his portuguese roots,
light veil or deep mark.
Toucas strarted accordion at nine. He has never learned
accordion at school: no prizes, no competition. He just
choosed his teachers, got masterclasses with Michel
Petrucciani, Daniel Goyone, Richard Galliano, Tonino
Ferragutti, …
Then came two huricanes on the way to learning: discovering
Astor Piazzolla and Paco de Lucia.
Looking for others tones and repertoires he made a first
parenthesis on saxophone, and a second one on bandoneon
with Albert Hamman and Juan José Mossalini.
Enriched in these two experiences, he went back to
accordion.

Thomas Sinigaglia, born in Verona on the 18th of October 1979. He began studying the accordion at age 8
with Maestro Franco Pigozzo.
From 2000 to 2003 he attended the Academy of Modern Music in Verona where he studied jazz piano, jazz
harmony and composition with the pianist and composer Andrea Sorgini.
In 2005 he attended the course of jazz arrangement and composition at the “Siena Jazz Seminars” with
docents Giancarlo Gazzani, Giancarlo Schiaffini and Bruno Tommaso.
From 2005 to 2007 he studied jazz accordion with Maestro Tiziano Chiapelli.
In 2007 he attended, as an active student, the master course in accordion held at the Istituto Musicale
Pareggiato C. Merulo of Castelnovo ne’ Monti by Maestro Richard Galliano.
In 2007 he attended the jazz-bebop accordion workshop held by Frank Marocco in Castelfidardo at the
Victoria Accordions showroom.
In 2009 he attended, as an active student, the master course “A Mediterranean road to Afro-American
language” held by Gabriele Mirabassi at the Adria Conservatory.
He is attending the second year in the three-year academic course in “Musica Jazz” at the A. Pedrollo
Conservatory in Vicenza with docents Paolo Birro, Salvatore Maiore, Riccardo Brazzale and accordion with
Maestro Davide Vendramin.
Prizes and acknowledgements: In 2004, 1st place at the 5th “Biennale Gorni Kramer”, international accordion
review in Poggio Rusco; in 2005, 2nd place (first place not assigned) at the 30th International Award and
Competition “Città di Castelfidardo” (Jazz Music category) and mention for all of 2006 in the international
accordion magazine Intermusik; in 2006, 1st place at the 15th National Accordion Festival in Erbezzo and
1st place at the 6th “Biennale Gorni Kramer”, International Accordion Review at Poggio Rusco; in 2007, 2nd
place at the International Music Competition at Val Tidone, Varieté Music category; in 2007, 1st place at the
4th “Bione Franchini” prize, National Competition for Musicians, in Carpineti; in 2007, 2nd place at the 32nd
“Città di Castelfidardo” International Prize and Competition (Jazz Music category).
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www.thomassinigaglia.it

www.dobrek.com

Music and me:
“I was born to make music” - I must have said this to my grandmother when I was four years
old. I don’t have any memory of these words, but the only thing that softens the doubts a
little about the truth of what my grandmother said is the fact that I have done nothing else
in my life except make music.

Krzysztof
Dobrek

Daniele
Donadelli

Krzysztof
Dobrek

The accordion and me:
To the best of my memory, I always wanted to be a musician. As a child I studied the
accordion for a couple of years, but I absolutely didn’t want to become an accordionist. As a
teenager I hated this instrument so much that I started studying the bassoon so that I would
never have to look at an accordion again. If at that time anyone would have told me that one
day I would love the accordion, I would have laughed in his face. Now my life has shown me
that the accordion is the instrument through which I can express my thoughts and feelings.

Daniele Donadelli

He was born in Sassuolo in 1980. He received his diploma with top
marks from the Istituto Musicale Pareggiato “C.Merulo” of Castelnovo
né Monti with Maestro Ferrarini. In parallel with his classical training,
he approached other types of music, at times in a jazz key, from
popular Italian music to Brazilian music, from the French musette to
the Argentinean tango.
In 2004 he enrolled in the National Regional Conservatory “Pierre
Barbizet”, Marseille (France) to study for the superior diploma of
accordion under the guidance of Maestro Jean Marc Fabiano. At
present he is studying jazz improvisation-harmony with pianist
and composer Davide Fregni. He has won various national and
international competitions: 1990/91/92/93 “Città di Massa” national
competition, 2004 Val Tidone international music competition; that
same year he participated in the “Città di Castelfidardo” international
competition, winning second prize. He collaborated with the following
musicians: Maurizio Minardi, Felice Del Gaudio, Claudio Bonora,
Francesco Chebat, Luca Garlaschelli, Giancarlo Dossena, Massimo
Tagliata, Paolo Gandolfi, Riccardo Bontempelli, the pop singer “InGrid” famous internationally for her first record, a big success, that
includes the songs “Tu es Foutu” and “In-Tango”, consequently
participating in various national TV broadcasts. He has performed
in various concerts both in Italy and abroad (Brazil, France, Germany,
Norway, etc.). In the spring of 2004 he recorded with Maestro Gandolfi
and the pianist Armando Saielli the CD titled “Dialoghi”. In May of
2007 he participated as an active student in the master course for
accordion held by a Richard Galliano. Since 2004 he has been teaching
the accordion at the “G.Moro” municipal school in Viadana, Italy.

www.bjarkemogensen.dk

Bjarke Mogensen

Alessandro Dei
Born in Cortona in 1970, he studied the accordion with Salvatore Di Gesualdo and Ivano
Battiston.
He recorded music on tape for Berlin Radio and for the Italian Rhythmic Dance team (Seoul
Olympics 1988). In 1994 he won the 1st prize in the Concert section at the “5th National
Competition Riviera Della Versilia”. In 1996 he received his diploma “Cum laude” from the
State Music Conservatory “L. Cherubini” of Florence; in addition he studied with Hugo Noth
and Joseph Macerollo.
He played in prestigious concerts, always obtaining consensus from audience and critics
(Bibiena Theatre in Mantua, the Theatres of Reggio Emilia, the Tempietto of the Teatro di
Marcello in Rome, Salone del Cinquecento in the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence, Circolo Artistico
in Arezzo). He collaborated with the director Tonino de Bernardi on the films “Fleurs du destin”
and “Appassionate”.
He played at the most important film festivals in Europe (Taormina Art Film Festival, Rencontres
Cinematographiques de Dunkerque, Rotterdam International Film Festival, Turin International
Youth Film Festival, Venice Film Festival). He starred in the role of musician-accordionist in
the video “L’Amorosa Traccia” by the Turinese director Alberto Momo (27th International Film
Festival, Rotterdam).
During the Theatre Festival of Castiglioncello, he collaborated with the director Paolo
Pierazzini, preparing the music for the play “Eco e Narciso”, homage to G. Caproni, by Stefano
del Seta with Galatea Ranzi. He played for RAI and other local broadcasters.
In 1998 he recorded a CD for “EMA Records” with music by Scarlatti, Handel and Bach (the
monthly magazine “SUONO” reviewed it as one of the best CDs of the year). In 2000 he
recorded for the CGD East West Warner Music Group Company. At present he is working on
recording a new CD with EMA Records.

Alessandro
Dei

Bjarke
Mogensen

Bjarke Mogensen made his debut as a soloist with the Munich Symphony
Orchestra at the age of just 13 in a live broadcast on the TV channel ZDF
with millions of viewers. In 2000 he won gold and the talent prize in the
Berlingske Tidende Classical Music Competition, and the same year he was
awarded the Jacob Gade Grant.
In 2006 Bjarke Mogensen was the winner of the DR2 competition for young
instrumentalists, “Play for Life”, which was broadcast on Danish radio and
TV. The same year Bjarke won the Victor Borge Music Prize. Bjarke has also
been awarded the Børge Schrøder and Hertha Finnerup music grant and
the HRH Prince Henrik Foundation Grant. He has also been a prizewinner in
international music competitions in Copenhagen (1996), Castelfidardo (Italy)
and Benzheim (Germany). In 2008 Bjarke was the winner of The Royal Danish
Academys competition for singers and Instrumentalists.
Bjarke Mogensen has worked as a soloist and chamber musician in most
of Europe, from Reykjavik to Istanbul, in some of Europe’s biggest concert
halls, and has also performed with world-famous musicians like Gidon
Kremer, Augustin Dumay and Marc Coppey. He has performed as soloist
with orchestras and ensembles such as Kremerata Musica, Danish Radio Symphony-orchestra, Copenhagen Philharmonic, Aarhus Symphony Orchestra
and Danish Chamberplayers under the batons of conductors such as Lan Shui, John Storgårds and Jean Thorel.
In addition Bjarke Mogensen has appeared in innumerable TV and radio broadcasts at home and abroad. In the summer Bjarke was soloist on a CD with
the Danish Radio Orchestra recording works by Anders Koppel conducted by John Storgårds. The CD was released in spring 2008 on the label Dacaporecords. Bjarke has with his age of 23, already a repertoire which ranges wide – all the way from transcriptions of the classical music of composers such
as Bach, Mozart, Scarlatti, Franck and Rachmaninov to a huge programme of original literature for the instrument by composers such as Sofia Gubaidulina,
Edison Denisov, Luciano Berio, Per Nørgård and Vagn Holmboe. Besides more “serious” music Bjarke also takes great pleasure in playing music from the
world of tango and eastern European folk music.
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Self-taught, he left university to study music. He gained notable musical awards and won a coveted
international trophy in Salzburg in 1962. After this first success, he broke with traditional accordion
ideology and dedicated several years of serious research to defining the “new course” of the classical
accordion. He plays a special six- octave accordion with two keyboards, the left -hand one in function of
a second manual for which he has devised and perfected a completely new technique. He has worked out
the fulles, most colorful, timbrical, dynamic and expressive possibilities of his instrument. Furthermore he
holds diplomas in composition (1970) and choral music and conducting (1967) from,the State Conservatory
“G.Rossini” in Pesaro. He spent a year studying orchestral conducting at “S. Cecilia” in Rome. He has
given several tournées of concerts in Italy, France, West Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Denmark
(Royal Academy), England (Universities of Surrey and Southampton) Norway (Ny Musikk, ISCM), Finland
(Sibelius Academy), Iceland (Nordic House, National Theatre), Israel (Tel-Aviv Museum, Jerusalem
Wise Auditorium, Haifa Auditorium), Yugoslavia (Lisinski Hall), Greece, USA, recitals at numerous
music festivals and radio and television broadcasts. In fact, he is the first classical accordionist in the
history of the Italian radio and television. He teaches composition and musical analysis for teachers at
the State Conservatory “L. Cherubini” in Florence. Undoubtedly the most famous Italian accordionist
alive today, Salvatore Di Gesualdo is also unique in the international concert world. He has made the
accordion a part of the expressive and experimental patrimony of classical contemporary music. One of
the most striking aspects of Di Gesualdo’s performances is his perfect knowledge of the ancient styles.
His interpretation of music by Francesco Landino, Claudio Merulo, William Byrd, Girolamo Frescobaldi is
not a mere transcription; Di Gesualdo’s deep learning allows him to conserve the inner essence of these
great pieces. The accordion holds no secrets for Di Gesualdo; he uses it like a personal orchestra offering
as amazing possibilities of expression in contemporary music as he does in ancient music and endowing
it with an unheard of range of harmonic and dynamic possibilities. Di Gesualdo is also a remarkable
improviser. One of his typical encores involves asking for notes at random from various members of
an audience. To everybody’s astonishment these notes take on a life of their own becoming subjects
for Bach-like fugues or Mozartian sonatas. Di Gesualdo has consistently refused to be categorized. He
alternates performance and teaching with a deep love for painting (in the last 10 years he has perhaps
exhibited as much as he has performed) and for collecting. He has astounding collection of ancient
paintings, engravings, sculptures and all that strikes his vivid imagination both visually and emotionally.

www.baldocolas.com

Born to an Italian family, Frédéric Baldo was exposed to music at an early age, listening
to Neapolitan airs with his grandfather.
This is where he discovered the accordion. When he was 8 years old he began playing
this instrument with Teddy Peiffer, not quite a media accordionist but highly respected by
the famous players, such as Marcel Azzola.
This non-institutional apprenticeship didn’t keep Frédéric from rising to a better national
level, then international. In competitions, he has turned out to be an exceptional
accordionist, with one victory after the other.
From 1998 to 2000 he won the 4 most prestigious competitions:
- 1998: First prize at the “World Cup” international competition at Nijmegen (Holland)
- 1999: First prize at the “World Trophy” international competition at Ourense (Spain)
- 1999: First prize at the Castelfidardo international competition (Italy)
- 2000: First prize at the Klingenthal international competition (Germany)
As of today, there are only two accordion players in the world who have won these four
first prizes.
With such success he has been invited to play in many countries: Germany, England, Spain,
United States, Finland, Holland, Ireland, Italy, Lapland, Poland, Slovakia, Switzerland…
Today he teaches the accordion at the Conservatory in Rayonnement Intercommunal of
the Community of Communes in the Yvetot region.
Due to his musical qualities and techniques, Frédéric Baldo is considered among the best
accordion players today.
His worldwide renown continues to move forward.
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Patrizia Angeloni is considered to be one of the prominent personalities of concert accordion. She has studied
accordion with Salvatore Di Gesualdo, graduating at the Conservatory “Rossini” in Pesaro. Following she
gets a First-class degree with highest honors in accordion and a First-Class degree in Music Pedagogy at the
Conservatory “Cherubini” in Firenze. She attended some Seminars and Master Classes studying accordion with
Hugo Noth, Joseph Macerollo, Mogens Ellegaard. She has had several achievements in national and international
competitions since she was very young. She is involved in an appreciated concert activity both as soloist and as
member of chamber music ensembles (IN CLUSTER Vocal Ensemble directed by Ida Maria Tosto, accordion duo
with Ivano Battiston, duo with Chiara Montelatici, piano). She has collaborated with O.R.T. (Orchestra Regionale
Toscana), Teatro Metastasio in Prato, Teatro Stabile delle Marche, ERT (Emilia Romagna Teatro), Teatro della
Limonaia in Sesto Fiorentino. Publications for Edizioni Berben, Ancona and Edizioni Musicali Physa, Caselle di
Altivole; articles for review such as Musica/Realtà, Musica Domani, Bequadro, IKAB Bulletin, I.A.S. Bulletin.
Since 1987 she has taught accordion and chamber music at the Music School “Verdi” in Prato; she has taught
accordion also at the Conservatory “Pedrollo” in Vicenza. Now she is Professor of accordion at the Conservatoire
“Respighi” in Latina. She conducted seminars, workshops, lectures at the Conservatory “Steffani” in Castelfranco
Veneto, at the Conservatory “Peri” in Reggio Emilia, at the Conservatory “Boccherini” in Lucca, at the Conservatory
in Trossingen and for prestigious music institutions such as Asolo Musica, Perugia Classico, International
Conferences in Varsavia, Helsinki, Toronto, Bologna. She is a founding member of the Cultural Associations
EOLO - Centro ricerche per la fisarmonica. She has always been convinced that the artistic sphere of music is
part of a fascinating, global experience, so she refines her knowledge through different studies: composition with
Bruno Coltro; flute with Enzo Caroli; Music Pedagogy and Instrumental Teaching Methods at the Conservatoire in
Firenze and at different specialized Academies; Funktionale Methode Rhomert with Ida Maria Tosto; Feldenkrais
Methode with Giuseppe Pepicelli; Music-Art-Therapy with Stefania Guerra Lisi. She is involved in enlarging the
capabilities of the musical and technique accordion training. She is also involved as teacher in musical training
for children and as musical training for teachers. She devotes all her efforts to study and work experimenting all
the different facets of the instruments at the service of Music in the context of the human expression.

www.patriziaangeloni.com
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Jacques Bolognesi was born on January 6th 1947, at Gap, a town in the French Hautes
Alpes; when he was 5 years old, he was taught the piano by concert performer Madeleine
de Valmalette and received his prize at the Grenoble City National Music Conservatory.
He joined the Gap brass band where he discovered the trombone. He then settled in
Paris and was awarded the first prize of his Trombone class at the Higher National Music
Conservatory.
After taking part in the creation of “Momente”, under the direction of Karlheinz
Stockhausen, he was called by Michel Legrand, then Martial Solal, to enrich their bands
(Dodécaband and Big Band).
In 1987, Antoine Hervé urged trombone player Jacques Bolognesi to join the French Jazz
National Orchestra and enabled him to express himself through his first instrument again:
accordion.
Since he participated in the famous series “Paris Musette”(Label La Lichère, over 100.000
records sold) Jacques Bolognesi has been invited by many world famous artists: guitar
player Kazumi Watanabe, Césaria Evora for the recording of her CD “Cabo Verde” (Sangue
de Beirona), Francoise Hardy and Blur for their common clip directed by Khalil Chahine;
Ute Lemper for her show “Nomade”, and a concert tour with Michel Godard and Dave
Bargeron.
In 2007, at the head of the “Bolognesi/Fosset trios” with guitar player Marc Fosset and
double bass players Jean-Luc Ponthieux or Pierre-Yves Sorin, Jacques Bolognesi has come
up to Label La Lichère (Frémeaux Associés, since 2006) with his “Hermetotico” project.
Because it is daring, balanced, sensuous, mature, this project is one of the most expected
event among Jazz specialists; it brings Jacques Bolognesi forward, to the place where he
belongs in the French musical output of this early XXIst Century.
jacques.bolognesi.free.fr
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vincentpeirani.com

Accordionist, clarinettist, composer, Vincent Peirani is in touch with many kinds of
music such as jazz, classical, improvised music and music of the world. He was
discovered at an international jazz competition at the Défense in June 2003 where
he won the first orchestra prize (for his duet with Vincent Lê Quang), he furthered his
studies with numerous musicians such as Renaud Garcia-Fons, François Jeanneau,
Daniel Humair, Denis Charolles, Fred Gastard, Sylvain Luc, Pascal Rey, Laurent
Dehors, Youn Sun Nah, Lanciné Kouyaté, Cheick Tidiane Seck, Antonio Kiko Ruiz,
Les Yeux Noirs, Michel Portal, Louis Sclavis, Jean Paul Céléa… Vincent Peirani
began playing the accordion at age 11. A year later he began studying classic
clarinet at the regional conservatory (CNR) in Nice, where he won three first prizes:
in clarinet, musical analysis and solfeggio (superior). From 1994 to 1998, he won
various international prizes in classic accordion, the Klingenthal International
Competition (Germany), the Castelfidardo International Competition (Italy), the
Cassino World Trophy (Italy), the CMA International Competition in Reinach
(Switzerland). Following these competitions, he had the opportunity to perform in
numerous festivals throughout Europe as a soloist (Bayreuth, Salzburg, Vienna,
Rome, Stockholm, Trossingen…). In 1996, he won a first prize for classic accordion
with honours at the CNSM, Paris. In 1998 he turned towards jazz. In 2000 he won
a first prize in jazz unanimously with compliments and a first prize in solfeggio, jazz
harmony with honours and joined the department of jazz and improvised music at
the National Superior Music Conservatory in Paris. In June 2004 he won a first
prize with honourable mention after working for three years with, among others:
Daniel Humair, Riccardo Del Fra, Dre Pallemers, Glenn Ferris, Hervé Sellin, François
Théberge, Patrick Moutal (for Indian music). In June 2003 he won the first orchestra
prize in the international jazz competition at the Défense for his duet with Vincent
Lê Quang.

www.henrydoktorski.com
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Henry Doktorski is one of the leading concert accordionists in the United
States and a recognized figure in international classical accordion circles.
He was the first-place winner in the American Accordion Musicological
Society Virtuoso Solo Competition (1990: King of Prussia, Pennsylvania)
and since then has delighted hundreds of thousands with his tasteful and
sophisticated musical interpretations, including performances on accordion
with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, the Tanglewood Festival Orchestra,
the Cleveland Chamber Symphony, the New Philharmonic Orchestra (Glen
Ellyn, Illinois), the Northwest Indiana Symphony (Merrillville, Indiana), the
Loudoun County Symphony (Leesburg, Virginia), the Butler County Symphony
(Pennsylvania), the Wartburg Community Symphony (Waverly, Iowa), the
McKeesport Symphony (Pennsylvania), the Carnegie Mellon Philharmonic,
the Duquesne University Contemporary Ensemble, the River City Brass
Band (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), Pittsburgh’s Civic Light Opera Orchestra,
and the Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble, in addition to radio and television
appearances. Besides classical music, Mr. Doktorski is equally adept at
popular and international music as well. His extensive repertoire ranges from
Bach, Brahms and Piazzolla to Gershwin, Mancini and tunes from hit Broadway musicals and Hollywood movies. He has recorded with
the Cleveland Chamber Symphony and the Pittsburgh Symphony and was the featured soloist on six compact discs. Mr. Doktorski
serves as Instructor of Accordion on the faculty of The City Music Center at Duquesne University, and formerly served for two seasons
as Instructor of Accordion at the Fairbanks Summer Arts Festival at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. He is the founder of The
Classical Free-Reed, Inc. -- a nonprofit educational organization devoted to the accordion and classical music. He is in demand as
a recitalist and clinician and often presents concerts and workshops at national and regional accordion conventions. Doktorski also
teaches accordion students, from beginners to advanced professionals.
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(Hernani - Gipuzkoa. 1967- XII - 17). Energy and great activity in a variety
of fields characterise the career of this eclectic and innovative Basque
musician. His introduction to music came via Basque songs, melodies
and dances with his early training on “txistu” (basque traditional small
three-holed fipple flute), and shortly afterwards on accordion.
Later he was to make his own the contrasting world of contemporary
accordion and avant-garde music at the Higher Conservatory of San
Sebastian with Mikel Bikondoa, where he won the final-year prize. He
took part in several international competitions in Europe and undertook
further study at Le Thor in France.
His first commercial recordings of jazz accordion, clearly influenced by the
French accordionist Richard Galliano, were made in 1988 - LEHENENGO
GELTOKIAN and 1991 - KOLLAGE. He set up “HAT” (Hernani Accordion
Group), which between 1987 and 1991 performed a repertoire of classical
chamber music and also recorded LIBERTANGO - In Memoriam (1991) as
a tribute to Astor Piazzolla.

www.joxan.com
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Penny Sanborn performs accordion music in a way that captures the hearts
of her listeners. She is known for lyrical melodies performed in a highspirited manner. She is a crowd favourite due to her polished sound and
warm personality on stage.
Penny performs an attractive collection of Continental European music
including French Musette, Italian and Tango. Listening to this music is a
rare experience, as one hears the Folk melodies at heart, the technique
of Classical music, along with the imaginative improvisation of Jazz. The
fresh, new style of treating this traditional music leads to her continuing
success.
She entertains for events ranging from concerts, to formal dinners,
wedding receptions, corporate events and is also a steady entertainer at
restaurants. She performs on solo accordion and also in combinations with
other professional musicians on vocals, guitar and bass.
Penny holds a Bachelor of Music degree, with distinction, from the
University of Calgary in both Composition and Accordion Performance. She
continues to study with her long-time accordion teacher of 20 years, Bill
Macen. Penny also teaches accordion, composes and arranges music.
Her performance credits include Luciano Pavarotti, the Calgary Philharmonic
Orchestra, Filumena Opera Orchestra, Land’s End Chamber Ensemble, the
University of Calgary Symphonic Band, the University of Calgary Wind
Emsemble and the Calgary Concert Band. Penny lives in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, and performs both in Canada and abroad, including countries
as France, Italy and Switzerland. One can be assured that she has the
experience and class to make any event exceptional and memorable.

Roberto Fuccelli was born in Umbria, Italy. He has diplomas
in flute, jazz music and his favoured instrument the accordion,
for which he has studied with Mr. C. Lepri and perfected with
Mr. F. Guerot, W. Zubitski and S. Di Gesualdo. He won various
national and international competitions in Napoli, Pescara,
Recanati, Ancona, Castelfidardo and Les Chaux des Fonds. His
activities are arranging, composing, performing and teaching
in Italy as has done so in other countries such as Switzerland,
Germany and Norway. His excellent versatility and brilliant
performance allow him to present all kind of music varieties.

Roberto
Fuccelli
www.accordions.com/fuccelli

Stephan
Langenberg

www.stephanlangenberg.de

The fourth son of a large traditional family native to
Cologne on the Rhine...
...He was deeply impressed by music for the first time
when he saw a street musician, while out shopping with
his mother…
...At age 8, he received a Hohner Concerto II for Christmas,
an accordion with just 3 octaves and 72 bass keys. Then
came the piano lessons, since he is a fan of the Beatles
and Beethoven...
...His first favourite piece with the accordion: “Der Mörder
ist immer der Gärtner” [The Murderer Is Always the
Gardener] by Reinhard Mey, which he wrote by listening
to a cassette, since accordion scores are almost always
limited to popular music (the amusing Holzhacker-Buam)
and easy listening music of the day (“Puppenspieler
von Mexico” by Roberto Blanko). He was much more
fascinated by the street musicians with their “vagabond”
message, a memory of musical nostalgia of foreign lands
more than the rustic folk music played during dances and
weddings…
...Highlights during his teens: a 4 week job as a piano
bar pianist in a Dutch pancake house on Texel island,
accompanist for street acrobats in Florence and the
“Oregon Tour” with the orchestra of a group of exchange
students…

Stephan Langenberg

Sergio Zampolli was born in Italy and started playing the accordion at the age of nine. He
came to South Africa when he was eleven. The highlights of his achievements include
the following: 1957 South African Junior Champion (Classical) - 1958 South African
Senior Champion (Classical) - 1975 - 1984 Various musical fillers for SABC TV, as well
as appearances in a number of music programmes - 1980 SABC Artes nomination for
the best light music performance - 1990 SABC Artes nomination for the best light music
performance - 1994 Jury member for the Accordion World Championships in Alassio, Italy.
In 1994, Sergio joined forces with harpist Amarillie Ackermann, and formed the unique
Duo 2000 group of MIDI Accordion and Acoustic Harp. To date they have made 100
arrangements of works for this combination and they released 4 CDs: Song to the
Evening Star (1997), Song for Anna (2001), Encore (2004) and Classical Moments (2007).
They have performed at 220 house concerts, at various Art Festivals around the country
as well as numerous private concerts and functions.
Sergio regularly performs with pianist Rocco de Villiers, singer Daniele Pascal, and
Salon Music.
He is also a regular recording artist and has performed in numerous jingles. He featured
as a session musician on the CDs of various South African artists, such as Helena
Hettema, Lukas Maree, Vuurklip, Bles Bridges and Wouter Kellerman.
Two exceptional other highlights of his life include: 1999 Orchestra member for the Three
Tenors (Carreras, Domingo and Pavarotti), during their Bravo Africa! Concert (Pretoria);
2000 Duke of Edinburgh Awards Dinner with Duo 2000 performing as artists for Prince
Edward, Earl of Wessex.
Sergio is the South African representative for the Confédération Mondiale de l’Accordéon.

Sergio
Zampolli

Sergio Zampolli

www.duo2000.co.za

Martin
Wagner

Martin
Wagner

Martin Wagner, born in 1967 in Frankfurt, Germany, performed as of 1984 as
accordionist, pianist and keyboarder in bands of myriad styles.
Among them, the experimental rock band TKTSSS...! Evident in his diverse
programs, for example, Yiddish songs, revolutionary songs as well as chansons and
folklore of several countries. He played with the klezmer band Colallaila in over 500
concerts on tour since 1992, including at festivals in Israel, Scotland, Italy and other
European countries.
Martin Wagner is a sought-after musician for studio production, stage music (for
example with Nina Wurman), CD productions (for example with Helmut Eisel) and
audio books (for example with Konrad Beikircher).
Since 2000 he has been a permanent member of the band accompanying the
program of Konrad Beikircher
Since 2002 he has performed in Duo with the Queen of Klezmer, Irith Gabriely,
a multi-style music including jazz, klezmer and classic. He has played jazz in the
Frankfurt-based acoustic jazz orchestra Fifty Fingers since 2004.
www.martin-wagner.eu

Kurt
Larsen

Kurt Larsen

www.larsen-accordion.dk

Kurt Larsen - born in 1941. Started to play the accordion in 1950. The music at that time was
mainly some kind of folk-music - and then of course the transcriptions of some light-classical
compositions fx. Franz Lizt: Hungarian Rhapsody no. 2.
In the early 50’s I had enough of this kind of music and discovered the jazz - modern jazz, bebop,
neobop, and I started to play dance music and performed the jazz music with small studio groups.
The career as a musician did not begin at that time - ten years later (end of 60’s) I was a
schoolteacher - of course with music as a main subject. Many influences - besides the jazz came to my instrument. Now it was the music and dance from Balkan. Many visits to this part of
the world left a deep affection and love to this music.
I did a lot of teaching in the 70’s and this was holding me back from the musicians career,
but then I had the opportunity and possibility to make a living from playing the accordion as a
professional musician - and I have lived like that since.
In Denmark I have lot of different jobs - theatre, radio, TV, studio, composing, performing with
singers and actors.
From the end of 80’s the jazz music returned to my accordion - I performed with quartet, and
throughout the 90’s I have played a lot of concerts in Denmark with my quartet. Recordings were
made also, and you will find a list of my production here: discography.
Another inspiration in the 90’s was of course the music of Astor Piazzolla and I had a special
experience with his music being a member of Erling Kroner Dream Quintet. EK has a great
affection for the music of Argentina making his own compositions in this mood. In 1998 we
performed in Denmark - the Jazzpar prize - with Dino Saluzzi and Quique Senesi.
From 1999 I have also played and recorded with Nils Vinding Quartet.
Future plans: In spring another theatre gig with the play about the life of Edith Piaf. And to
celebrate my 60 years birthday in June, I shall produce a new CD - this time with a quintet.

Riccardo
Ciaramellari
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Accordionist Lidia Kaminska, the winner of Astral Artistic Services’
2007 National Auditions, has performed extensively in both the
U.S. and Europe. Ms. Kaminska’s chamber music, concerto, and
solo performances explore the complex and expressive range of the
accordion as a classical instrument, and her repertoire includes a
broad range of classical, contemporary, and avant-garde music. She
conceived her first album, Breaking Boundaries, as part of her mission
to change the perception of the accordion from parlor entertainment
to a serious classical instrument; Philadelphia Magazine claims “she
transforms the accordion into a massive force – more pipe organ
than squeezebox – and burns through [classical repertoire] with
virtuosic speed and technique.” Ms. Kaminska recently performed
in a concert entitled “From My Latin Soul,” with legendary tenor
Plácido Domingo in Washington, D.C.’s Constitution Hall. Symphony
in C featured her in a sold-out performance as soloist in Piazzolla’s
Aconcagua concerto for bandoneón, and she recently made a return
appearance at the Symphony. She has also been a featured soloist
with the Delaware Symphony Orchestra, the Brooklyn Friends of
Chamber Music, the Kielce Philharmonic Orchestra of Poland, the
Strings of Lodz, the Concord Chamber Orchestra, the North Arkansas
Symphony Orchestra, and the Kansas City Chamber Orchestra. She
has also been presented at Philadelphia’s Kimmel Center for the
Performing Arts. Philadelphia Magazine featured her in its 2006
“Best of Philly” issue, and her interview with Marty Moss-Coane
was recently broadcast on WHYY and NPR. Spring 2007 marked
Ms. Kaminska’s bandoneón debut, at Lincoln Center. Upcoming
performances include her Merkin Recital Hall debut in New York,
a performance with the Jupiter Symphony Chamber Players, and a
recital at Eastern College for Tri County Concerts.

Lidia
Kaminska

www.myspace.com/276567564

www.lidiakaminska.com

Lidia Kaminska

Manu
Comté

Born in 1973, it is at the 7 years age, with the accordion of his father, whom his training begins. Its
musical studies with the Royal Academy of Mons (Belgium) are rewarded by a higher Diploma for accordion
and one 1st price for chamber music, both allotted with the highest distinctions. It obtains then a first price
of the town of Paris with the greatest distinction with the Academy “Lili and Nadia Boulanger” (Paris IX). It
is also graduated higher Institute of music of Namur (Belgium), section musical pedagogy.
Prize winner of many contests in Belgium (contest of the communal credit, contest televised “young
soloists” of the RTBF,…) and abroad (contest “young soloists” of the areas of Europe, world Trophées
of the accordion in Germany and Italy,...), it is during the preparation of the latter that it works with
professors and pedagogs like, Jacques Mornet (Auvergne), Frederic Deschamps (Paris),… or at the time
of Master Classes, in particular in France and Italy with Richard Galliano.
Its musical activity is also shared between the composition of original musics and various arrangements
for the theater, the scene,… It is also devoted to the practice of the Bandonion, under the advised
councils of Alfredo Marcucci.
Impassioned by the work of Astor Piazzolla, it melts in 1995 the unit Soledad (accordion/bandonion,
violin, piano, guitar, double bass), whose fame is international today.
It takes part in many concerts and festivals as a chambrist and a soloist throughout the world (France,
Netherlands, Switzerland, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Denmark, Finland, Scotland, Poland, Russia,
Lithuania, Brésil, Japan, Taiwan, the United States, Lebanon,…), in eclectic repertories energy of the
tango nuevo to the contemporary music while passing by the jazz and the French song.
This year Manu Comté will give concerts, in particular in Belgium, in France, in Italy, in Japan,…
Concertos, recitals and chamber music are with the program.

Manu Comté

www.manucomte.com
www.firau.ch

Martin
Ledergerber

Martin Ledergerber plays Flute and many other instruments, like the
accordion in a very superb way. Musette, Cardas, Tango and Forro as well
as Folkmusic. He connect different Music Styles and Artists like Astor
Piazzolla, Rees Weeder and Richard Galliano.
Singing in Portuguese on Forros, with his Accordions he pleases many
people and often the public starts dancing.
Martin Ledergerber plays in Musicals, Theaters and Shows where he
shows his variability.

Martin Ledergerber

www.fredericviale.fr

Accordion, Bandoneon, composer.
Born May 26, 1977 in Cannes.
At 8 Frédéric Viale studies accordion with Mr. Lucien Galliano.
In parallel, he participates in the Accordion Club Cannes la Bocca
Mouans-Sartoux various national and European competitions.
During his apprenticeship, Lucien Galliano (for whom he feels a
great respect) was able to open his ears and heart changing it to
discover all those who have worked for either the accordion or
remains noble: Médard Ferrero, Tony Murena, Gus viewfinder,
Louis Ferrari, Andre Astier, Joe Rossi, Joss Baselli, Jo Privat...

Frédéric
Viale

Frédéric Viale

www.giacomodesiante.it

Giacomo
Desiante

Born on May 4, 1967, Giacomo Desiante (polystrumentist, composer and orchestra conductor)
became interested in music while very young thanks to direct contact with the band tradition
and with folk groups in his city with whom he collaborates as accordionist. He carried out
his musical formation with Michele Lomuto, receiving his diploma in trombone in Bari. In
addition he studied composition and orchestra conducting with Ermir Krantja and studied
periodically in Rome with Nicola Hansälik Samale. He began playing jazz on the piano, selftaught, at the age of 12 and, under the guidance of Giancarlo Gazzani, continued his studies
in jazz arrangement, receiving his diploma in Jazz Music at the Bari conservatory.
During the 90’s he was present on many tours as pianist and arranger, taking part in several
recording works (1990 The Section, 1991 Arthur Miles, 1992 James Thompson, 1993 Yes
Brasil, 1994-1995 Marco Armani, 1997 Tosca, 1999 Nada). In the same period he took part
in several of the most popular TV shows, such as: Buona Domenica (Canale 5), Domenica In
(Rai 1), Help (TMC 2), Roxy Bar (TMC).
In May 2000 he prepared the music for the concert of the PHILHARMONIA MEDITERRANEA
Symphonic Orchestra at the Basilica Pontificia S. Nicola in Bari, achieving the consensus of
a specialist critic (Nicola Scardicchio). He worked on original compositions, transcriptions,
revisions and reconstructions of works by important musicians. He was responsible for the
artistic direction of numerous musical manifestations and was the arranger for various
recording studios. In 1999 he founded and directed the Jazz and Company Orchestra, with
which he undertook the recording of several of his arrangements and in 2002 he collaborated
with the Orchestra Art Jonica of Taranto. In March 2003 he participated in the Festival of
Bands winning 1st prize as composer. That same year “Berben” published two of his books to
be used for teaching in music conservatories. He teaches music theory and solfeggio at the
“Gesualdo da Venosa” Music Conservatory in Potenza, he also teaches Jazz Music in first
and second level academic courses.

Giacomo Desiante

Valentina
Cesarini
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www.janezdovc.com

Janez Dovc
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Accordion player, Janez Dovc (1980), made his first appearance
as a musician at the age of five, but only dedicated himself
to music professionally in 2004, when he joined one of the
most renowned Slovene ensembles, BBC World Music Award
Winners, Terrafolk. In the meantime, he studied physics
at the University of Ljubljana. In the group Terrafolk he
developed into an extraordinary stage and studio musician.
He established himself as a composer and arranger primarily
in the group Jarararja, which he founded and still remains
dedicated to today. As a performer and composer he has
collaborated with numerous soloists (Boštjan Gombac, Anja
Bukovec, Vasko Atanasovski, Marko Hatlak, etc.), orchestras
(The Slovenian Philharmonic Orchestra, The RTV Slovenia
Symphony Orchestra) and creators of the most diverse studio
and stage projects (Carmina Slovenica, Lojze Krajncan, Saša
Lošic, Izidor Leitinger, The Fool Cool Orchestra, etc.). A special
place amongst his artistic liaisons is held by the Italian
accordion player, Simone Zanchini, a regular performer at the
Milan Scala.

Denis
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Denis Negroponte

www.myspace.com/negropontedenis

Moreno
Bussoletti

Moreno
Bussoletti

www.morenobussoletti.eu

Moreno Bussoletti was born in
Italy near Castelfidardo, an area
considered to be the world capital
of accordion making. He began his
musical education at age eleven,
studied at the Gioacchino Rossini
Conservatory and received a degree
in pianoforte. Moreno also holds a
diploma in accordion playing from
the Egidio Marchetti School. At the
Testaccio School in Rome he studied
jazz piano.
Moreno’s professional career began
at 15. Since then he has performed
in many parts of the world. Teaming
up with musicians, enjoying
collaborations as well as different
cultural environments are all part
of Moreno’s success story, which
includes appearances on TV and
studio recordings.

N. Antonio
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Stefano
Indino

“For as long as I can remember, I remember loving the sound of the accordion,” says
Peruch, who spent his earliest years in Italy, reading and writing music even before he
could put crayon to paper to form the word mamma. “My mother tells me that when
I was just a little child I would crawl out of bed at 4:30 in the morning to listen to the
concerts being broadcast over the radio from Vienna.” Peruch would listen enraptured,
his joy complete when he heard the sound of the accordion, used often for works by
composers such as Rachmaninov. “Every time I heard it, I just loved it,” recalls Peruch.
At the age of five, the musician received a small red accordion as a gift. “It was
magnificent,” he says. “It allowed me to express myself beyond words. I knew then I
wanted to play that particular instrument.”
“Playing the works of the master composers on it is like reciting Shakespeare in the
original language, he says. “It feels like I have always played it - all of a sudden you
speak and it’s your own native tongue”.

Stefano
Indino
www.myspace.com/stefanoindinomusic

Emilio
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www.myspace.com/emiliocervetto

In the passed 90 years, the factory tried to satisfy the different requests of the accordion players
that have chosen our instruments.
We want to thank all the other players, our apology if they didn’t be mentioned in this catalogue.

Victoria Accordions Company srl
P.O. Box 84
via IV novembre 57a
60022 castelfidardo (an) italy
tel. +39 071 780004
fax +39 071 7822593
show-room, sheet music and CD
via XVIII settembre 27
60022 castelfidardo (an) italy
tel. +39 071 7825335
fax +39 071 7822593
www.accordions.it
victoria@accordions.it
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